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Abstract. Integer prcgramsning problems. and especially knapsack and finite abelian group prob- 
lems, can be exactly replar.ed by equivalent problems of “smaller” size. This reformulation theo- 
retically provides a new m :thod of solution for such problems, but the main advantages lie in re- 
ducing coeffitient magnierlldes and in removing selected constraints, while a disadvantage ;s the 
large increase in the number qf variables. 
By modifying the dyne mic programming approach S,I as effectively to avoid generatin; a 
largl number of these neu variables, an algorithm to overcome this difficulty is.develaped. Ap 
plie;i to the solution of I:upe non-Erime group problems tiis provides an algorithm that appears 
on average to compare :a\ jurably with the deterministic L,.lgorithms of Hu and Gcmolry. 
1, Introduction 
Various ways 01’ reformulat’ng integer programming problerr. 5, are 
~~11 known. One -method isctrssed in detail by Bradley [ 3 ] is b;tsed on 
unimodular trans%xmations of the variables, and another methad [4, 5, 
12: allows reduction to an eqtlivalent integer programming problem 
with one constraint, but very arge coefficienis. Others include tr’ic ad- 
dition of cutting plane type <<~nstraints, the method of Benders i: 21. 
and a suggestion by Granot ard Hammer [9] that any problem can be 
reduced to a covering problem: with a very 1aq;e number of zonsl,raints 
by the use of boo123n algebra. 
Here another re:‘c::mulation is presented based on the group tlleoretic 
approach of Gomc,r;k [7, 81 arid the concepts of dynamic progra nming. 
Features of the ;ip;?rr,ach are ;T decrezsc in the magnitude of’ coel ficients, 
till in the extreme a covering ]:robIem is obtained, and in general an in- 
crease in tPe number of variat Tes :M a resultant large storage ret- uire- 
* Origin21 vers,on rec+cd L May 1972. 
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ment. Uses of thie approach, apart from the reduction in coef!‘iciant 
magnitudes, include the reduction of finite group problems to manage- 
” able size for DP recursion, an important consideration in the group 
theoretic approaches to integer programming, and the elimination of 
constraints. 
Using a related method of group decomposition, we then develop an 
algorithm for solving such problems which in effect avoids the genera- 
tion of most of the new variables, and show that for the group problem 
the procedure compares favourably with certain existing algorithms. 
Below, we mainly consider knapsack problems and problems over 
finite abelian groups. Our basic result is that the solution of a problem 
over a group :,f order D, D, (zan be reduced to a problem over a group 
of order D, This allied to the fact th:tt any integer problem ::an be 
viewed as a problem over an infinite abelian group allows the reduction 
of integer programming and group problems, and combinatrons of both 
which arise naturally in using group theoretic algorithms [8, 13, 151 for 
integer programming. 
2. Solution of group equations 
ln this section it is shown that the solution to a group equation only 
require: certain integer combinations of the activities (or group ele- 
ments) to be considered. Knowing this it is possible to reduce the size 
of the group-at he expense of introducing a larger number of varisbles. 
Definition 2.1. Let G be an abelian group. Let gi E G, i = 1, 2, . . . . h., ke 
a given set of a group elements, and g, E G some other group element. 
A solur’iorz ,fnu g, is a non-negative integc r ii-vector f = (rr , t2 _ . . . . t,,) sa- 
tisfying 
h 
(1) z gi ti = go in G . 
i= I 
A solu!:ion is called irreducible Jix go if t is a solution for go and if 
s 5 t implies s = t, where s ,is any solution for go. An elementm;/ cycC*:, 
Is an ireducible solution for the null element $9 E G. 
Lemma 2.2. J ~ZY soh~tim_ to the group equation Ef=lgi ti = g, w G is 
the sun gf’elemen tary cycles and OWL: irreducible solution for, go. 
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Proof. Given any soh:tiorz +* s&tract elementaql cycies uj until a .rector 
u = t - Zizl uj >_ 0 ~“r obtained ibom which it is impossible to subtxct 
another elementary r:~clr:. We n tw claim that u IS irreducible for g,). 
Gknly, u is a solution for g,. A 8ume it is not iTreducible. Then there 
exists a solution w f<pr g,, such 62lat u- w > 0 a id u - w # 0. But then 
U- contains an elementary qxle, or a sum 0.’ elementary cycles, 
which is a contradict jos? as t = vs’ + (u - w 1. 
Now we look at thz effects o a non-trivial homomorphism $J : C -+ 
G, , where G, is a prq3per SU~:TT~ LIP of G of order D, and G, = ke;r $ 
which is isomorphic .:o G/G I . Ctlnsider the equ:ttion 
(2) 5 Jl(gi) ti = \L(go : ii3 (;* - 
i=l 
Any solution t to tire original equation (1) .n G must satisfy (2). Let 
uj = @-1 , .a*, uj,* ), I 7 1, 2, w--3 J, be the set of el.:mentary cycles for (2) 
and uk = (ukl, . . . . t’&, k = 1, 2, ..a, K, the corresponding irreducible 
solutions for $(gO ). 
Theorem 2.3. The optimul solutio.11 to the shoriest route group eqlratiorz 
in G: 
(3) 
min c Ci ti , 
subject tOCgi tt = 60 irt! G , ti 2 0 and integer, 
where Ci 2 0, can be obtained b v solving a ::hortest route gro:dp proi?lex 1 
over the grotrp C,. 
Proof. The optimal solution muut satisfy (2) an.1 therefore, by Lemm;~ 
2.2, can be written in the form 
where Cf= 1 pk = 1, Aj, & 2 0 aild integer. By definition, Ei $(gi) 11~~ I= 8 
for allj, and Z;$(gij Uik = @(g&j for all k. Therefore Cigi lrji E ker I/J and 
g,-, - ~igi t$k E ker +. llae origi;lal problem can now b’e writ. en as; 
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where each group element E C, (= ker 9). Various methods to solve 
this group problem have been analysed and programmed [ 8, 11, 13 1. 
In particular, D, , the order of C, , equals D/D,, and therefore a reduc- 
tion in the size of the group problem is obtained.. It is also of interest 
that if the probiem over G, is solved for all rii;h.t hand side elements, 
the original probleln (3) is solved for all g for which $(g) = @(go). 
CoroliarKg, 2.4. If 3/{go) = p), the new probkm (4) takes a particularly 
simple form on& involvirzg the elemeiltary cycles. 
3. Application to large group problems 
It has been shown in [ 7, 13 1 how, by relaxing the non-negativity 
constraints on a set of basjc variables, the general integer programmjng 
problem can be reformularcd as a shortest route problem over a finite 
abelian group G of order D = Idet B I, where B is the corresponding 
basis. Difficulties arise when D is large, of the order of 20,000 and it 
after. occurs in practice that D is lo6 or greater. Therefore a reduclion 
of the size of the groups by the above method is a cause far concern. 
It has been noted that the problem (4) takes the simplest form when 
$(g,,) = 0, and therefor:: if J/ can be ch~en in such a manner, it ailpears 
to be a useful heuristic. If $(gO) # 0, a little extra work, linear in K, is 
required, it being necessary to solve the problem over G, 
subject t0 5 (cgi Uij~ Aj = 7 , iI 2 0 and integer 
for all RHS’c y 5 (’ 3,. ad then make a comparison for each of’ tbz K 
irreducible solutions to find the optimal solution to (4~. 
Erranq4e 3.1 
TakingC, =Z, @Z1 = Z,, we ha\.e the subgroup eqtiatian 
(1)-u, + (1)-v, + (0)x, + (3)~~ + (2)x, + (3)x6 = (0) (mod 4) . 
Elementary cycles of (I )I, f (2)t, + (3)t, + (4::t, =: 8 in Z, are: 
(f* = 4), (fl ‘= 2, ti = l), (fl = I, tj = I), (fz = 21, 
(f2 = Lt, = I), (fj = 4), (t4 = 1) * 
HF nce introducing the .variables: 
AI yl = 4, 
A? Y, =3,X2 = 1. 
x3 Y, = 3_,:x2 = 2, 
A4 xl = Lx, = 3, 
A5 A.2 = 4. 
x6 'l-1 -=2,x5 = 1, 
x7 .X1 =: 1,_9 = 1.x, = 1, 
&a x 2 =2,x5 = 1, 
A9 s 1 ” 1,x, = i, 
x 10 ‘.l =’ 1&j = 1, 
111 x-, Zf 1, x4 = 1, 
= 1,x6 = 1, 
x,3 xg = 2, 
x,, x4 = 2,x5 = 1, 
x ,cj sj = l,.Yg = l..Yrj = 1, 
h ,h .Ys = 1) X6 = 2, 
x 17 x4 = 4, 
h 18 s4 =3,.x-h = 1, 
A 13 h-4 = 2,-y, = 2, 
A,, .t-4 = 1, _v6 = 3, 
A,, .y6 = 4, 
.YJ = 1. 
th: resulting problem in G2 = Z12 @ Z, = Z12 is: 
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min (20, 16, I. 2: 8,4, 13,9, 5, 26, 11, 22, 7,6,45,30, 
15, 84,69, 54,39,24, 7)X , 
subject tc: (0, 5, IO.. 3, 8, 5, 10, 3, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10,9, 10, 11,8, 
9, 10, 11,0,4)X=(5) (mod 12), 
X 2 0 and integer ,
which reduces by dominance to: 
min 41, + 1 ::‘A, f 5x8 + 6X13 i- 7$~ , 
subject to (8)X, + (5)X, +(3)X, -t (10)X13 + (4)X,2 = (5) 
;mod 12), 
X 2 0 and integer ,
with optimal solution X, = 1, or (x1 = 2, x5 = 1). 
4. Application to knapsack and general IP problems 
The one dimensional knapsack problem can be treated (see [ 151) as 
a problem over the group G := Z, , i.e., the group isomorphic to the ring 
of integers. As any subgroup Zr, r a positive integer, is a subgroup of G, 
the problem can be reduced, usmg the above results, to a problem over 
G, == Z, /Z, which is again 2 _. However, although this ilnplies that the 
resultant problem is again a kna.psack problem, the order af the elements 
(in particul:nr, the RHS element) has been reduced by a factor ofr. 
Taking the above approach to a conclusion, it follows that if h is the 
requirements vector in the knapsack problem 
(5) 
minCci xi , 
subject to c ui X~ := 6 , X~ ?Y 0 and integer ,
with M,., in 2 0, and if b = IIF= 1 ei, by taking elementary cycies for Zei at 
each ofi steps, the knapsack: problems reduces to 
tinEd, ri , 
subject to Cri 7: II , yi 2 0 and integer ,
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and hence the optimal solution i: ‘yI = 1, w’lere 1 is such that tiI = 
mini %di]r. 
Applying this procedure to a multi-dimensional knupsxk ~robicn,. 
the Gnaf reducti.qn is a covering Froblem, and applied to a general IP 
problem, a matrix with coefficiernts (0, 1. - 1) and a requirenx nt vector 
of ( 1 ‘s) is ultimately obtained. 
It is clear from the earlier example and the above redkctlon? That aI- 
though the dimensions (in terms of “state i” in a dyn;rmi:. progtxmmmg 
sense) ere reduced, the number o variable sand the storage reqCred to 
keep a track of the original variables grow; very rapidly. Hence for any 
problem, there is a trade off between the two. In particular, the follow- 
ing theorem shows that although the dimensions of the coefficients are 
reduced. the number of variables can potrantially incmse at a much 
faster rate. 
Theorem 4.1. For the knltpsach problem (5) ubove w; th aiS b 2 0. ij’a 
reduction over thegroup Z, is mtlde at each stage, th<! number 3 oj 
stages required to solve is (log2 b 1, where t l i del;.xes “the smailest in- 
teger greater than or equal to’, und cln upper bound on the nuhlber oj‘ 
vuriables is of the order of nb . 
Proof. To reduce to (0- 1) coefficients, (log2 b) steps are required. At 
each stage if there are k variables in the initial problem, there is a m;lxi- 
mum of #k(h- + 1) variables after t!le reduction. Taking this as !:* ,and 
repeating log, b times, on the order of ,zb variables are obtained 2s an 
upper bound, while the states are reduced by a factor of b. 
5. A decomposition algorithm for group problems. 
Above, we have seen how integer programming proiblerns can !x re- 
duced to problems over subgroups by the generation of large t;mxbers 
of irreducible solufiont;. Here we show how by obtain.ing ;Ilter!xitive SCI- 
lutions to the subgroup problem the g?nerarion of many irredLr551es 
can be avoided, and henc,;: adecomposition lethod fix solving ;JQ:.!~ 
and IP problems is .Mained, which is shown to comp;l:‘p favoural:11], 
with ekting group. algorithms. Z;Dr earlier uses of subgrrups, -XX [ 8. 15 1 . 
In [ 161, a detailed algorithm i% given for generating!; the rlth-best solu- 
Co.1 to the integer programming xobfem fmax cx: .4 c = b, s > 0 and 
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integer) requiring max (O(k log kj, rrOik):* operation:, where II is the 
number of variables. 
Lemma 5. I. The optimal solution to the grxrp probiein (3) is the Kth- 
Eiest solution to the subgroup problem (2) OVEY Ez with the suns nb- 
g’c?rtivt’Jirnctiou for some K. Generating wcwssiwly the Ist, 2r&, . . . . 
kth-best sob tions. the first soltrtion that is feasible iu (3 j is optirrzal. 
Usi:lg the above results we have the following algorithm for solving 
rhe group problem: 
D-l 
min c cj Xj , 
(‘6) j= 1 
D-l 
subject to C 01, .Yj = 0~~ , s,- .Z 0 and integer ,
j=l 
with given right hand side ao, where we assume solely for convenience 
that G, , the mapping of G under the homomorphism t$, is a cyclic group. 
Algorithm 5.2. 
Step 0. Using the kth best solution algorithm given in [ 161, it is ne- 
cessary to solve the subgroup problem: 
min c cj Xj ) 
subject to CC#I(~~) _Yj= y , xj 2 0 and integer ,
for ail right hand sides y C: G, . Set k = 1, and let Go = @(a0 ). 
Sley I. Fmd the kth best solution x(~)($~ >with corresponding value 
Gk (6yo j.
Step 2. Test whether Z: aj .ki *#) CGr, j = cyo. if so, terminate. Otherwise 
set k + k + 1 and return to Step 1. 
Theorem 5.3. Asstrmirl~ that the &wze~lt I$ ~k; “i *cr;,(Go j lies irl euch mset 
of$(cwo j \Ylt!l equal probability aiW’ flO(li) is the tiwYi?lltuM F!tintber of 
opefatiom fir the algorithm ii2 [ 1’ 6 ] , the expected number 01’ operatiom 
required to solve the group probttwz (3 j is O(.D: j ,+ DO(.D, j, where D is 
the order of if;, D, of G,, cnld D, = DfD2. h particular. if D, = D2j3, 
the expected rturnber of operat!ws is O(D 4/3 ). The expected uumber ojr’ 
operations to solve *for ail right ha:ld side-s is O(D2 logO2 ). 
Proof, Using the deterministic algorithms of Htl or Gomory, Step 0 re- 
quires O(D:) operations, C aj @){GO ) lies with probability ( 1 /fi2 ) in 
eack, of the D, cosets. The exp:cted first arrival time for an element 
draclrI from a binomial with prilbability ( I ,B2 ) is D, . Therefore in 
Step I, E(A) = D, and E{nO(k 1) = O(.DD, ). 
The final result is obtained f::om the recurrence relation 
where #$(z) is the probability e.enerating function for the first arrival 
time of n out of N different types, where each type has probability 
( 1 /A?. This gives 
and hence to obtain all the right hand sides fx- th: given coset, E(k) = 
O(D, logD2), a procedure which must be repeated D, times. 
The above estimate compares f:.vourz:bly with the algorithnqof 
Gomory and Hu [ 7, 111, where tile expected number of operations 
until a given node is labelled = O(D; ). However. clearly it is inefficient i,: 
a solution is so .@t for all right hand sides. Also if the subgroup choseti 
is very small a~ d k is likely to be very large, the term Cb(k log, IL-) wiil do-, 
minate nQ(k) in the h-th best a.gorithm. 
Example 5.4. f),gain taking G, = Z, @ Z, <o as to com,.:Ire with the 
earlier approach, we obtain the subgroup probiem: 
min 5x 1 t lx2 t 7x3 -I- 2 lx, + 3.x5 + 6.Y6 ,
subject to (I).Y~ +(I IX, +(0).x, + (3).r4 +(.Z).Y, +(3)-x, = (01 
(mod 4 1 . 
x 2 0 :md integer ,
witl:. X-th best solutions as shown In Table 1. The last coiu:n:> indicates 
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I’able 1 
-_--- I_-_ 
k x%0) 
k G (cuO) h 
-- - -_--- ___-_____- - ._._ -. -. __ 
1 xp =4 3 (8, As =I 
2 x~=2,x5=1 5 (8, hg “1 
3 x5 = 2 G cb”, Al3=1 
4 X3 = 1 7 (40) h22 = 1 
5 *2 = 1,xg = 1 *I (6) 112 = 1 
6 x1 = 1,x2 = 3 I: (8) x4 =I 
7 x2 = 8 F; (“0, kg =2 
6 xl = i,x2 = 1,X5 = 1 0 (‘o”> A7 =1 
9 x2 = 6,x5 = 1 0 (:I As =1,h8 =I 
10 x2 = 4,xg = 2 10 (8, As =l,hl3= I 
11 x2=2,x5=3 11 (4, A% = l,h13= 1 
.’ 12 X2=4,X3=1 11 (8) As = l,h22 = 1 
13 x1=1,x,5=1 11 (%I AlO” 1 
14 x2=5,&5=1 11 (8, A5 = l,Al2 = 1 
35 x2 = 12 12 (8) As =3 
16 x5 = L\ 12 (8) h13=2 
17 & = 1,x2 = 7 12 (?I/> A.& ‘l,hs =1 
18 X2=3,X5=1,X6=1 12 co? = 1,x12 = 1 AN 
:9 x1=2,x2=2 12 c*:, A3 ‘1 
20 x2=2,x3=1,x5= 1 .!2 c;> A8 = l,A22 = 1 
21 x1=2,xs=l 13 f 1) A6 =I 
-- 
which of the elementary cycles described above are generated uring 
the decomposition. 
6. Conclusions 
V~Aous reformulations of integer programming problems have been 
suggested in recent years, and to date it is not clear which merit further 
investigation. The reformulation suggested ‘here is easy to perform, with 
the tabulation of irreducible solutions a s,imple task for small groups. 
However, it .is clear from the resuIts of Section 4 and even a small ex- 
ample that the rapid incre:ise in the number of variables makes a direct 
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application of the approach computationally unattractive, and as such 
it is the structrre of tile solutions that is of interest. 
In particular, using the same subgroup structure in combination with 
a kth shortes: route algorithm,, the computational difficuhies can be 
overcome as s own in Section 5. The decomposition algorithm has been 
prqrammed d problems over groups of large order have been readily 
solved. This does suggest that certain problems uch as knapsack and 
general integer rogramming problems in which the state spac’e is too 
large to handle directly can be tackled by decomposition. 
No computational comparisons with the algorithms of Gomory and 
Hu h:ve been made. An alternative decomposition algorithm for non- 
cyclic groups has recently 2een given in [ 1 Oj . 
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